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Bias-dependent scanning tunneling microscopy study of the oxygen-adsorbed Si„111…-„7Ã7…
surface: Observation of metastable molecular oxygen

Kazuyuki Sakamoto,1,2,* S. Thorbjörn Jemander,1 Göran V. Hansson,1 and Roger I. G. Uhrberg1
1Department of Physics and Measurement Technology, Linko¨ping University, S-581 83 Linko¨ping, Sweden

2Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai, 980-8578, Japan
~Received 17 May 2001; revised manuscript received 14 November 2001; published 26 March 2002!

We have observed the initial stage of oxygen adsorption on a Si(111)-(737) surface using scanning
tunneling microscopy. Among the bright sites observed after exposing the surface to oxygen in occupied state
images, there are differences in the bias dependence of the brightness. Taking into account the local density of
states of the oxygen-adsorbed Si(111)-(737) surface, we conclude that the sites appearing brightly only with
a tip bias of>12.1 V are the molecular oxygen. The preferred adsorption site of this molecular species is a
corner adatom, which has an oxygen atom adsorbed into its backbond, of the faulted half of the (737) unit
cell.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.155305 PACS number~s!: 68.37.Ef, 68.43.2h, 73.20.At, 73.20.Hb
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I. INTRODUCTION

As motivated by the technological importance of thin s
con oxide films in semiconductor devices, the initial stage
oxygen adsorption on silicon surfaces has been a topi
experimental and theoretical investigations. One of the m
important issues of the initial chemisorption stage is the p
ence of metastable oxygen adsorbed on the Si(111)-(737)
surface, whose lifetime is reported to be from approximat
10 min1–4 to several hours.5–10

This metastable species was observed using var
spectroscopic experiments, e.g., near-edge x-ray abs
tion fine structure ~NEXAFS!,2,3 ultraviolet photo-
electron spectroscopy~UPS!,3–7,12,13 x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy,3,9 and high-resolution electron-energy-los
spectroscopy~HREELS!.10,11 In the early studies, the meta
stable species is reported to be a molecular species, th
called ‘‘molecular precursor,’’ which is adsorbed on top of
atom of a clean Si(111)-(737) surface. However, the quit
recent NEXAFS~Ref. 2! and UPS~Ref. 12! studies state tha
the metastable species is adsorbed on top of an adatom
bilized by an oxygen atom coadsorbed into the backbo
That is, the metastable oxygen is not a precursor and in
acts only with the dangling bonds modified by the adsorpt
of an oxygen atom into the backbond.

Compared to the spectroscopic experiments, scan
tunneling microscopy~STM! studies have been mainly fo
cused on the surface modified by atomic oxygen.13–18 Until
now, three STM studies have reported the observation of
molecular oxygen.19–21 In one study,19 Dujardin et al. as-
signed the bright sites observed in the unoccupied state
age with a sample biased at12 V to the molecular species
However, this assignment does not agree with the scan
tunneling spectroscopy~STS! study,13 in which the bright
sites observed using the same sample bias voltage are s
to be the adatom with an oxygen atom adsorbed into a b
bond. The second STM study reports the observation of
molecular oxygen at a temperature of 620 K,20 though the
metastable states originating from the molecular spe
were reported to disappear at a temperature lower than 60
0163-1829/2002/65~15!/155305~5!/$20.00 65 1553
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using NEXAFS,2 XPS,3 HREELS,11 and UPS.12 Further, in
the second study, the bright sites observed in the occu
state images at a sample bias of21 V are assigned to the
molecular species, though the molecular oxygen has no d
sity of states at the corresponding binding energy.12 In the
third study,21 Martel et al. reported the presence of two ad
sorption sites for the molecular species, i.e., the on top sit
an adatom that has an oxygen atom adsorbed into its b
bond and the on top site of a rest atom. However, only o
adsorption site, the on top site of an adatom that has
oxygen atom adsorbed into its backbond, is reported in
recent spectroscopic studies.2,12 Thus, despite the large num
ber of STM studies, there is no observation of the metasta
molecular species, which is consistent with spectrosco
studies.

One method to observe the molecular oxygen with c
tainty is to compare the electronic structures of the oxyg
induced bright and/or dark sites with the spectroscopic
sults. In this paper, we present a bias-dependent STM s
of the oxygen-adsorbed Si(111)-(737) surface. Among the
bright sites observed in the occupied state image after ex
ing the clean Si(111)-(737) surface to oxygen, there ar
differences in the bias dependence of the brightness tha
dicate different local densities of states at these sites. Ta
the previous UPS results into account,3,12 we conclude that
the bright sites observed only with a tip bias of>12.1 V in
the occupied state images are the molecular oxygen spe
This molecular species adsorbs preferentially at a corner
tom site, which has an oxygen atom adsorbed into its ba
bond, of the faulted half.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements were performed in an ultrahi
vacuum ~UHV! chamber, using a homemade room
temperature STM.22 A connected preparation UHV chambe
that is equipped with a low-energy electron diffractio
~LEED! system, an Auger-electron spectrometer~AES!, and
a quadrupole mass spectrometer~QMS! was used to prepare
the clean Si surface. The base pressures were belo
310211 Torr in both chambers. The Si~111! sample, cut
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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from an Sb-doped (n-type! Si wafer, was preoxidized chem
cally before it was inserted into the vacuum system. To
tain the clean reconstructed Si(111)-(737) surface, the
sample was resistively heated to 1420 K in the UHV cha
ber. The quality of the surface structure was checked by
observation of a clear (737) LEED pattern and the cleanli
ness was verified by AES before transferring the sample
the STM chamber under UHV conditions. After that, we fi
confirmed the quality and the cleanliness of the Si(111)
37) surface using STM before the O2 exposure. No addi-
tional H2O, CO, or CO2 was detected by the QMS during th
O2 exposure. All STM images were obtained in the consta
current mode at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this STM study, we observed the occupied state ima
of the sample with a positive tip bias for the following thre
reasons. First, to discuss the electronic states of the
observed in the STM images, we have to compare our b
dependent results with the occupied states observed
UPS.3–7,12,13Second, since the use of a negatively biased
results in the injection of electrons into the antibondingpg
and/or 3s* orbitals of the metastable molecular oxyge
there is a possibility to dissociate the molecules, wh
would make it harder to observe the metastable molecu
Finally, it is easier to obtain information on the reactivity
the faulted and unfaulted halves of the dimer-adat
stacking-fault~DAS! structure23 by measuring the occupie
electronic states rather than the unoccupied ones.24 Figure 1
shows the occupied state STM image of a clean Si(111)
37) surface obtained with a tip bias of12.1 V. The (7
37) unit cell is indicated in the upper right corner of th
figure, and the 12 adatoms are clearly observed in the
cell. In addition, we are able to recognize the faulted a
unfaulted halves of the DAS structure23 by the different

FIG. 1. 15.6 nm315.6 nm occupied state STM image of
clean Si(111)-(737) surface. The tip bias is12.1 V, and the
tunneling current is 0.15 nA. The (737) unit cell is indicated in the
upper right corner of the figure. The faulted half is indicated by
and the unfaulted one by UF.
15530
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brightness of the two halves. The faulted half is indicated
F and the unfaulted one by UF in the unit cell indicated
the figure. Moreover, we observe a dark site indicated by
arrow in Fig. 1. This dark site is either a missing adatom s
formed during the cleaning process of the sample or crea
by the adsorption of some foreign species on top of the a
tom. The observation that less than 0.4% of the adatom s
are dark verifies the high quality and cleanliness of
Si(111)-(737) surface.

An occupied state image of the O2-exposed Si(111)-(7
37) surface obtained with a tip bias of12.1 V is shown in
Fig. 2. The amount of O2 exposure is 0.1 L (1 L
51026 Torr s). Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, the bright sit
observed in Fig. 2 are assigned to originate from the oxy
adsorption. On the other hand, only a few of the dark s
should be due to the oxygen exposure since the conce
tion, approximately 0.5% of the adatom sites, is almost
same as that on a clean surface. Taking into account
number of adatom sites in the area of the occupied state S
image, the number of the bright sites observed in Fig
indicates that approximately 5% of the adatoms are affec
by the 0.1-L O2 exposure.

In most of the previous STM studies that observed
unoccupied states,13–18 not only bright sites, but also a larg
number of dark sites were observed upon oxygen adsorp
By combining the results of STS and a tight-bindin
calculation,13 the origin of these dark sites was reported to
the adatom whose dangling bond is saturated by an oxy
atom. This conclusion is supported by the recent combi
STM and noncontact atomic force microscopy~NC-AFM!
measurement,18 in which the dark sites observed in STM
become bright in the NC-AFM image, suggesting the pr
ence of adsorbates on top of the adatoms at those site
contrast to the previous STM studies,13–18 only a few dark
sites, which originate from the oxygen adsorption, are
served in Fig. 2. The percentage of the dark sites was
same as that in Fig. 2 when imaging the surface using
unoccupied states with a tip bias of22.1 V. Thus, the dif-

FIG. 2. 31.2 nm331.2 nm occupied state STM image of
0.1-L O2-exposed Si(111)-(737) surface. The tip bias is12.1 V,
and the tunneling current is 0.15 nA.
5-2
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ference between the previous and the present STM stu
concerning the rather few dark sites in Fig. 2 is not due to
bias dependence of the contrast. The only reason that
explain the difference is that only a few dangling bonds
saturated by an oxygen atom in Fig. 2. Therefore, the sm
number of dark sites in Fig. 2 indicates the quite low adso
tion probability of an oxygen atom to an on top site of
adatom at the initial stage of oxygen adsorption.

In order to consider the origin of the bright sites in Fig.
carefully, we have studied the 0.1-L O2-exposed
Si(111)-(737) surface with different bias voltages. Figure
shows area A in Fig. 2, obtained with tip biases of12.1,
11.5,10.8, and10.5 V. The tunneling currents were 0.1
nA for a tip biased at12.1 and11.5 V, 0.1 nA at10.8 V,
and 0.05 nA at10.5 V. Two bright sites, labeled A1 an
A2, are observed in the occupied state image obtained w
tip bias of 12.1 V. The A1 site disappears at a tip bi
voltage lower than11.5 V, and the A2 site is observed i
all images. The observation of the A2 site with a tip bias
10.5 V suggests the existence of a local density of state
the corresponding binding energy for this site.

In the previous studies,12,13 the dangling bond state of th
adatom modified by an oxygen atom adsorbed into the ba

FIG. 3. Bias-dependent occupied state STM images of a 0
O2-exposed Si(111)-(737) surface. The area corresponds to t
area A displayed in Fig. 2. The tip biases are12.1,11.5,10.8, and
10.5 V, and the corresponding tunneling currents are 0.15, 0
0.1, and 0.05 nA, respectively. The two bright sites observed wi
tip bias of12.1 V are labeled A1 and A2.
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bond is reported to have a binding energy between 0.5
0.8 eV. Therefore, we propose that the origin of the A2 site
an adatom whose dangling bond state is shifted to a hig
energy due to an oxygen atom inserted into its backbo
Considering the number of bright sites that are still obser
at a tip bias of10.5 V in the area shown in Fig. 2, w
obtain the preference ratio of 2.6 for the faulted half of t
unit cells compared to the unfaulted one and a prefere
ratio of 1.2 for corner adatoms compared to the center a
toms. These preference ratios are in good agreement with
ratios of bright sites reported previously for the unoccup
electronic states,13 whose origin is attributed to the modifie
dangling bond state. The agreement in preference ratios
supports the conclusion that the atomic oxygen is mo
adsorbed into the backbond of adatoms in Fig. 2. Taking i
account that the number of bright sites is larger in the faul
half, the present results indicate the preferred adsorption
of atomic oxygen to be the backbond of an adatom of
faulted half at the initial stage of adsorption.

The disappearance of A1 at11.5 V cannot be explained
by a tip effect, like the movement of surface atoms, sinc
was bright using a tip bias of12.1 V after the occupied
state images of Fig. 3 were recorded. Thus, the bias de
dence of A1 results from the electronic structure of this s
cific site. That is, the A1 site has a high local density of sta
only at binding energies of>2.1 eV. In the previous UPS
study,12 a metastable oxygen molecule adsorbed on top o
adatom, stabilized by an oxygen atom coadsorbed into
backbond, is reported to have thepg orbital at a binding
energy of 2.1 eV. As mentioned above, the adsorption of
oxygen atom into the backbond of an adatom should
show a bias-dependent brightness variation like the A1 s
For the oxygen atom adsorbed on top of an adatom, the S
bonding state has a binding energy of approximately 6
and there is no density of states at a binding energy lo
than that of the bonding state.3,12,13 The only configuration
that is able to explain the bias dependence of the contras
the A1 site is the metastable molecular species. Further
site whose brightness shows the same bias dependen
that of the A1 site was observed after annealing the samp
600 K, i.e., a temperature at which the molecular oxygen
reported to disappear.2,3,11,12 Hence, we conclude that th
bright sites observed only with a tip bias of>2.1 eV are
metastable molecular oxygen adsorbed on the Si(111)
37) surface. Considering the total number of bright si
observed with a tip bias of12.1 V and the number of brigh
sites that disappear at a bias of<11.5 V, approximately
5% of the bright sites originate from the molecular oxyge
Moreover, the observation of 70% of the molecular oxyg
at the corner adatom site of the faulted half indicates this
to be the preferred adsorption site of the metastable mole
lar species.

In the previous STM studies, although both Dujard
et al.19 and Martel et al.21 have observed the unoccupie
state images using the same sample bias (12.0 V) at room
temperature, the assignments done for the molecular oxy
are completely different. Dujardinet al. assigned the brigh
sites as the metastable molecular oxygen, while Martelet al.
assigned the dark sites, which are observed with a sam

-L
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a
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biased at12.0 V and turn bright after scanning the surfa
with a sample biased at17.0 V, as the molecular specie
The percentages of the molecular species in the total num
of adatoms affected by the O2 exposure are also different i
these two studies; i.e., the percentage is more than 95%
low exposure in the study of Dujardinet al. and approxi-
mately 7% in the study of Martelet al.To discuss the incon
sistency between these two studies, we compare them
the present study. The percentage obtained by Dujardinet al.
is completely different from that in the present study(5%),
whereas the percentage obtained by Martelet al. is similar.
The difference in percentage indicates that the origin of
bright sites, which are observed by Dujardinet al. in their
unoccupied state image, should not be the molecular spe
This agrees well with the NEXAFS study2 and the theoretica
calculation,25 in which the molecular oxygen is stated
have no density of states at binding energy correspondin
the sample bias used by Dujardinet al., i.e., 2 eV above the
Fermi level. The similarity in percentage in the present stu
and the study of Martelet al. indicates that the same molec
lar species is observed in these two studies. In fact, Ma
et al. suggested that the 7% of adatoms affected by the2
exposure correspond to the adsorption of a molecular oxy
on top of an adatom, which has an oxygen atom adsor
into its backbond. However, not only the adsorption on
of an adatom but also another adsorption site was repo
for the molecular species in the study of Martelet al., i.e.,
the on top site of a rest atom. The adsorption of the mole
lar oxygen at the on top site of a rest atom is proposed by
observation of two dark neighboring adatom sites in the
occupied state image, which result from an increase in
local tunneling barrier due to the oscillation of the molecu
oxygen between the two adatoms. An increase in the lo
tunneling barrier should also affect the occupied state ima
but no dark neighboring adatom sites were observed in
present study. In order to consider the adsorption of the
lecular species on a rest atom more carefully, we have a
lyzed the bias-dependent occupied state STM images.
bias-dependent occupied state STM images show not
information on the electronic structure of the adatoms
also on the electronic structure of the rest atoms26; e.g., the
dangling bond states of the rest atoms are faintly observe
Fig. 3 with a tip bias of10.8 V and clearly observed with
tip biases of11.5 and12.1 V at the center of three ada
toms. In the case that a molecular oxygen adsorbs on to
a rest atom, this rest atom site should be bright using a
that corresponds to the binding energy of the molecular
bitals and dark with a lower bias. In this study, no rest at
site shows such bias dependence. Taking into account
result and the previous spectroscopic studies,2,12 which also
reported the presence of only one adsorption site for the
lecular oxygen, we conclude that any molecular species
sorbed on a rest atom should have a quite short lifet
and/or a very low adsorption probability.

Finally, since the molecular oxygen observed in t
present study and the recent spectroscopic studies2,12 and one
of the molecular species observed by Martelet al.21 interact
with the adatom dangling bonds modified by the adsorpt
of an oxygen atom into the backbond, we discuss those d
15530
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gling bond states, i.e., the bright sites that are still obser
with a tip bias of<1.5 eV like the A2 sites in Fig. 3. The
bias-dependent occupied state STM images of the area
Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 4. Five bright sites are observed
Fig. 4. Comparing the bias-dependent brightness of th
sites, we recognize that all five sites are brighter than
unreacted adatoms with a tip bias of>10.8 V. The obser-
vation with a tip biased at10.8 V indicates that the origins
of all five bright sites are the dangling bond states of adato
with oxygen atoms inserted into their backbonds. Among
five bright sites, the two sites labeled A2D, which are loca
at the corner adatom site of the faulted half, become da
than those labeled A2B in the occupied state image obta
with a tip biased at10.5 V. These A2D sites are also dark
than the unreacted corner adatoms of the faulted half. A d
site observed in an STM image indicates a lower height
the atom and/or a lower density of states at the correspo
ing bias voltage. Taking into account that the height of
adatom with an oxygen atom adsorbed into its backbon
higher than an unreacted adatom,25 the different brightness
observed in Fig. 4 suggests a smaller density of states o
modified dangling bonds of A2D sites than those of A2

FIG. 4. Bias-dependent occupied state STM images of the
B displayed in Fig. 2. The tip bias voltages are12.1,11.5,10.8,
and 10.5 V, and the corresponding tunneling currents are 0.
0.15, 0.1, and 0.05 nA, respectively. Among the five bright si
observed with a tip bias of12.1 V, those that become darker tha
the unreacted adatoms at a bias of10.5 V are labeled A2D, and
those whose brightness is the same as the unreacted adato
10.5 V are labeled A2B.
5-4
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sites and the unreacted adatom ones at a binding energ
0.5 eV. Approximately 75% of the A2D sites are observed
the corner adatom site of the faulted half, and 70% of
molecular oxygen are observed at the corner adatom sit
the faulted half. This agreement in percentage suggests
strong relation between the A2D sites and the adsorption
of the metastable molecular species. Moreover, since
modified dangling bond hybridizes with the antibondingpg
orbital of an oxygen molecule,2,12 a larger charge transfe
from an adatom, originating from the larger density of stat
would make the dissociation of the molecule easier. The
fore, we propose that the metastable molecular oxygen p
erably adsorbs on the corner adatom site of the faulted
that has an oxygen atom adsorbed into the backbond du
its lower density of states, though we do not obtain the ex
density of states of the modified dangling bonds at the A
and A2B sites.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the initial stage of oxygen adso
tion on a Si(111)-(737) surface at room temperature usin
s

t

.

c

S

u
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STM. The adatom sites affected by oxygen become brigh
than the unreacted ones in the occupied state STM im
obtained with a tip bias of12.1 V. The higher number of
bright sites observed in the faulted half indicates that t
half is more reactive than the unfaulted half at the init
stage of oxidation. Among the bright sites, there are diff
ences in the bias dependence of the brightness. Taking
previous UPS results into account,12 we conclude that the
bright sites observed only with a tip bias of>12.1 V cor-
respond to the molecular oxygen species. The preferred
sorption site of this metastable molecular oxygen is a cor
adatom of the faulted half that has an oxygen atom adsor
into its backbond.
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